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1 Introduction

Ethernet networks have gained popularity in the operational technology (OT) world because of the obvious advantages of blending multiple communications protocols on the same cable, allowing for a greater number of devices to exchange information at a higher data exchange rate as compared to serial-based communications protocols. However, using Ethernet for power system applications presents challenges for accurate and precise mission-critical machine-to-machine protection signal exchange via multicast Ethernet packets and requires careful consideration. Ethernet networks are nondeterministic in nature and were designed for dynamic information technology (IT) environments. By contrast, the applications served by OT networks have predictable bandwidth requirements, which necessitate detailed engineering to meet the stringent requirements for power system applications. In addition, the available testing tools have been designed to test the networks from an IT perspective. E-Distribuzione in Milan—having experienced all of these issues—decided to build a laboratory to quantify the performance of the Ethernet networks using international standards as references.

In this paper, we discuss the following:

- Different standards that can be used as references to design Ethernet networks for OT applications.
- Real-time test tools that quantify Ethernet network performance.

2 E-Distribuzione Smart Grid

E-Distribuzione manages the electricity distribution network and is responsible for the delivery of electrical energy to customers in Italy. E-Distribuzione has been updating distribution substations with remote control and automation to reduce failures and create a “smart” electricity network.

The electric network is typically composed of a primary substation (PS) with high-voltage-to-medium-voltage (HV-MV) transformation as well as MV lines that feed three automated and remotely controlled secondary substations (SS1, SS2, and SS3), as shown in Fig. 1. SS3 is connected to a neighboring circuit via a normally open breaker in a border station (SSB). Breakers are controlled by intelligent electronic device (IED) relays protecting the MV lines in the PS and the secondary substations. The protection devices in both are compliant with IEC 61850 and communicate protection signals via Generic Object-Oriented Substation Event (GOOSE) messages across the substation local-area networks (LANs) and the wide-area network (WAN).

The WAN communications network, based on Long-Term Evolution (LTE) wireless technology, has a hub-spoke architecture, as shown in Fig. 1, and is promoted for use in performing smart fault selection (SFS) logic via multicast messages among secondary stations and between the primary and secondary substations.
To ensure correct message transportation, E-Distribuzione required the WAN to satisfy the following criteria [1]:

- Secure transport of the IEC 61850 GOOSE messages and Manufacturing Message Specification commands over a wireless WAN.
- Reliable transport of multicast IEC 61850 GOOSE messages.
- Latency of message delivery as low as possible between all combinations of protection devices, and small enough to be sufficient for the applications.
- Support of up to 100 devices in each substation.

3 Design of E-Distribuzione SFS

SFS is based on the multicast and interrupt-driven exchange of fault information via GOOSE messages between protection devices.

The GOOSE messages transport topological information, which is expressed by a unique number calculated by the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system based on the real-time network topology. The payload of the GOOSE message changes when the power system network changes configuration for operation, maintenance, or faults.

The subscription of GOOSE messages is based on the various connections to each secondary substation. For example, SS2 in Fig. 1 subscribes to GOOSE messages from the relays installed in SS1 and SS3.

The operating principle of SFS is done in three steps: fault selection, isolation of the faulted network branch, and closing the breaker at the border (SSB) to connect the backup hot-standby line.

4 Example Operation of E-Distribuzione SFS

For a fault between SS2 and SS3, the fault is detected by the protective relay IEDs installed in the PS and SS1 and SS2. Using the SFS logic selectivity scheme, each relay determines if it should trip immediately or delay to allow a different breaker to separate the faulted segment. After the fault is detected, the protection devices in SS1 and SS2 send a GOOSE message with the fault detection information to the relays in each station. Each subscribing relay evaluates this information; then, based on its own geographic position, each relay decides to use a short delay time (allow fast trip operation) or prolonged delay time (block fast trip operation).
In this example, the result is that relays in the PS and SS1 are in the block state (prolonged delay), the relay in SS2 is not delayed, and the relays in SS3 and SSB do not detect the fault. Afterward, the breaker in SS2 is opened by the protection command.

The second step of SFS logic is to isolate the fault. The relay in SS2 checks the open state of the breaker and the absence of the line voltage. If these conditions are met, and the protection device is aware of the direction of the fault, the relay sends a GOOSE remote-trip command to the neighboring protection devices in SS3. The relay that receives the remote-trip checks the absence of the voltage. If the condition is validated, then it sends an open command to the associated breaker. As shown in Fig. 1, opening the breaker in SS2 and SS3 isolates the branch of the network affected by the fault.

The third step of SFS is to close the SSB. The relay that has isolated the fault sends a GOOSE remote-close signal to the relay in the SSB. This relay checks the absence of the voltage and sends the close command to the breaker. At this stage, the border breaker routes an alternative power source to the section of the electric network that has been isolated from the fault.

SFS follows the same steps if the fault occurs between the PS and SS1 or between SS1 and SS2. If the fault occurs between SS3 and SSB, the border breaker is not closed by the SFS logic. In this case, the relay in SS3 opens the breaker but restoration via the alternative source is not possible.

5 IEC 61850 GOOSE Exchange Service-Level Specifications

Communications-assisted applications need to satisfy numerous service level specifications, including many related to the performance of the underlying application. The IEC 61850-90-4 Technical Report provides advice on network engineering and commissioning. Section 5.3.17 describes network testing, recommending that a network’s communications design be verified and that network performance be tested for requirement compliance during both factory and site-acceptance testing [2]. This technical report also requires that an appropriate subset of the tests should continue to monitor the network during operation, to detect and mitigate failures and ensure conformance to the service level agreements (SLAs) that the service provider has agreed to meet. Since relays that publish GOOSE message data are unaware of multicast message delivery, signal exchange between those and data subscribers must be monitored by each subscriber.

6 Signal Exchange SLA Based on International Standards

The list of international standards necessary to define IEC 61850 GOOSE signal message delivery performance and quality are described in [3].

Identified in the related standards, above, communications acceptance criteria have become the founding basis of the SLAs that are provided to end users. The SLAs that satisfy protection and distribution automation criteria are quite strict. Ongoing fulfillment of these SLAs is necessary for the safe and reliable operation of communications-assisted automation, so the values are used to understand performance degradation and associated risk. Problematic outliers are used to provoke root-cause analysis and service improvements. Designers may choose to request stricter acceptance criteria; however, IEC 61850 GOOSE exchange SLA, based on these standards, must at minimum do the following:

- Document a signal exchange success rate greater than 99.99 percent.
- Document configuration and real-time details to support diagnosis and troubleshooting of substandard signal exchanges.
- Achieve an expected LAN signal transfer time between devices of less than 3 milliseconds.
- Achieve an expected signal transit via LAN of less than 1 millisecond.
- Document a maximum data delivery time between devices within a substation LAN of less than 0.25 cycles.
- Document a maximum data delivery time between devices external to a substation, across a WAN, of between 8 and 12 milliseconds, as illustrated in Table I.
Table I
Substation Line Protection and Control Communications Performance Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data/Application</th>
<th>Maximum Delivery Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Breaker tripping and breaker failure initiate</td>
<td>0.25 cycles*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Backup breaker tripping (after breaker failure time-out)</td>
<td>8 to 12 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break reclosure, including voltage-supervised and multiple</td>
<td>8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send/receive trip command</td>
<td>2 to 8 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiate lockout function (not in mechanical lockout)</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motor-operated disconnect</td>
<td>16 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indicator control (on, off, blink, etc.)</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing of trip and block channels</td>
<td>1 s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Actual breaker operation may take 1.5 to 8 cycles

7 Key Performance Indicators to Verify IEC 61850 GOOSE SLA

Each subscribing relay must uniquely monitor and validate each protection signal exchange. In the case of GOOSE messages, each exchange is supervised in real time to confirm its integrity before its contents are used for communications-assisted protection, automation, and control. The metrics necessary to confirm satisfaction of an SLA are referred to as key performance indicators (KPIs). The IEC 61850 GOOSE KPIs and related SLA, monitored by GOOSE subscribing relays, include the following:

- Subscriber devices detect and document delayed GOOSE messages for each subscription (SLA 1).
- Subscriber devices detect and document undelivered, lost GOOSE messages for each subscription (SLA 1).
- Subscriber devices detect and document maximum quantity of packets lost in a single event, total aggregate quantity of packets lost, and maximum outage time as the duration of time in which GOOSE messages are not received for each GOOSE subscription (SLA 1).
- Subscriber devices create and store GOOSE message receipt reports containing message configuration information as well as message status, including priority tag, virtual LAN (VLAN), state number, time-to-live (TTL) value, sequence number, and error code for each subscription. In this case, the TTL value is recalculated in real time and represents the expected time duration before receipt of the next GOOSE message (SLA 2).
- Subscriber devices create and store a TTL count (SLA 1).
- Subscriber devices create and store an out-of-sequence count (SLA 1).
- Subscriber devices create and store a decode error count (SLA 1).

8 E-Distribuzione SFS Initial KPIs and Tests

In-service subscriber relay KPIs, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and summarized by Table II, provide important metrics that are measured on a regular basis. SLA reports include the metric, target performance level, and interval for the report. An example KPI metric design for a GOOSE signal exchange and IEC 61850 logical node for GOOSE service subscription (LGOS) with extensions is shown in Table II.

![Table II](image-url)
Table II
Example KPI Metric Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>KPI Component</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Metric</td>
<td>Availability of communications-assisted protection scheme measured as successful receipt of each Ethernet GOOSE packet from publisher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Target performance level</td>
<td>Zero undelivered GOOSE messages received from publisher since last IED reset</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format1</td>
<td>Message failure indication in real time as IED front-panel human-machine interface (HMI) alarm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval1</td>
<td>Updated in real time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format2</td>
<td>Message failure indication in real time as status to substation monitor and SCADA via digital messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval2</td>
<td>Updated in real time, and interrupt-driven messages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format3</td>
<td>GOOSE event report, including out-of-sequence count, TTL count, decode error count, buffer overflow count, message lost count, maximum message lost count, total downtime, and maximum downtime notification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval3</td>
<td>Updated in real time, and report available on demand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Format4</td>
<td>History of GOOSE event reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interval4</td>
<td>Updated in real time, report available on demand, and most recent 32 detailed events stored in IED</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The essential KPIs were not available in the existing E-Distribuzione relays, so test engineers chose to use a separate test device that could provide them. Since the latency measurement requires distributed time synchronization, they decided to perform an initial test of a subset of SLA 1 KPIs and then add more KPIs for SLAs 2–6 in the future. The plan was to create a baseline for the GOOSE exchange on a LAN in the laboratory, then compare it to the substation LAN, and finally compare it across the LTE WAN.

9 E-Distribuzione OT Testing and Real-Time Monitoring Tools

E-Distribuzione required a tool that could provide the data used to quantify the network performance (based on the KPIs identified in previous sections) independent of the publishing relay’s manufacturer. Each unique subscribing relay had to be monitored to validate each protection-signal exchange. E-Distribuzione located a tool that has the following capabilities.

9.1 GOOSE Repetition Monitor

The tool stores certain values when the message state number increments by one. For a fixed, user-selected time interval, the values stored include the sequence number, packet arrival time, and the time difference between the current and the last sequence—if there is no other state change. If the state does otherwise change within that user-selected time interval, then that value is stored instead.

9.1.1 Jitter

The tool calculates the time differences between consecutive packets to determine if there is any jitter in the network.

9.1.2 Report

The tool generates a report with repetition number, time stamp, time difference, and the log of state changes for each user-defined fixed time interval.
9.2 GOOSE Reception Monitor

The tool records the time stamp of the first GOOSE message (GOOSE Online). It also has two counters—one for GOOSE missed and one for GOOSE received. The GOOSE message counters increment by one as follows:

- IF \[sqNumn_i + 1 ≠ sqNumn AND stNumn_i + 1 = stNumn\] OR \[sqNumn = 0 AND stNumn_i + 1 ≠ stNumn\], then the GOOSE missed counter increments by 1.
- WHEN \[sqNumn_i + 1 = sqNumn AND stNumn_i + 1 = stNumn\] OR \[sqNumn_i = 0 AND stNumn_i + 1 ≠ stNumn\], then the GOOSE missed counter has to be stored with time stamps and then reset.
- WHEN \[sqNumn_i + 1 = sqNumn AND stNumn_i + 1 = stNumn\] OR \[sqNumn + 1 = 0 AND stNumn_i + 1 ≠ stNumn\], then the GOOSE received counter increments by 1.
- WHEN \[sqNumn_i + 1 ≠ sqNumn AND stNumn_i + 1 = stNumn\] OR \[sqNumn + 11 = 0 AND stNumn_i + 1 ≠ stNumn\], then the GOOSE received counter has to be stored with time stamps and then reset.

9.3 Further Requirements

The tool also uses the real-time utility Subscribe to “blind” GOOSE messages used for logic selectivity. It stores GOOSE time stamp and data set information for new messages each time there is a new status number. All collected data are stored in a single file.

The tool has a web-based HMI, shown in Fig. 3 to provide users with real-time information, such as the name of the IED, GOOSE control block reference, and GOOSE received and GOOSE missed counters. These GOOSE counters are color-coded: green when GOOSE received is incrementing and red when GOOSE missed is incrementing. In addition, the HMI provides information such as logical nodes and values transported by GOOSE and time differences between the first 10 GOOSE messages. Fig. 4 shows how the tool provides detailed information about all the parameters associated with a GOOSE control block, including GOOSE ID, VLAN, GOOSE control block reference, and so on. It also highlights any anomaly information using the color-coded scheme.

![Fig. 3. E-Distribuzione HMI.](image-url)
10 Real-Time OT Network Troubleshooting Tools

IT tools used by substation engineers are capable of capturing and archiving Ethernet traffic for forensic analysis. However, they are only able to verify traffic on the network port to which they are connected. The tools cannot verify if any multicast protection traffic reaches the intended IED subscriber on a different network port. In some cases, port mirroring can approximate this traffic but cannot ensure genuine data.

Another issue that arises when using IT tools is that they are susceptible to inaccuracies imposed by different operating systems. These errors affect the true timing, due to inaccurate time stamps, and sometimes even the sequence of the messages. These errors prevent IT tools from providing the reliable information needed to troubleshoot OT networks.

Apart from monitoring network performance, OT tools are often required to verify the configuration of the network either at commissioning or during troubleshooting. Fig. 5 illustrates a tool developed to do just that. VLANs are very popular for segregating traffic over OT networks; however, an incorrectly configured VLAN can pose problems. This tool monitors the IEEE 802.1Q VLAN configuration of Ethernet-based networks using two devices: one that is connected to one end of the network and publishing Layer 2 messages and another device subscribing to those messages on the opposite end of the network, as shown in Fig. 6. This collection of information is viewed by connecting a laptop to the second, subscribing device.

The tool specifically validates permission for Ethernet packets to traverse a LAN and egress through a specific port according to an IEEE 802.1Q VLAN tag. It can also be used to validate and troubleshoot LAN configurations. Correct results displayed on the simple HMI, as shown in Fig. 5 quickly demonstrate a properly working LAN and configured egress port. Incorrect results indicate that at least one network configuration or functionality issue exists and needs to be corrected.

This tool is also helpful when addressing network security, as it helps users verify which VLANs are enabled on which sections of the network. VLANs are a part of OT applications network design best practices because they allow the user to segregate network traffic. By allowing only the verified, network-required VLANs, networks can be made secure against cyberattacks.
11 Conclusion

This paper describes a case study in which real-time OT tools provided quantified data on network performance to create a baseline of network information as used by OT applications. Using OT networking best practices to engineer and test Ethernet networks provides improved confidence in communications-related issues to the end user, and a specific OT network tool can be used in a continuous real-time monitoring mode or on a case-by-case basis.
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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss the various operational technology (OT) tools available for the performance analysis of mission-critical Ethernet-based communications networks. We describe techniques for simple test cases that provide performance quantification of the communications path in terms of determinism, latency, and availability, using as an example tests performed at the Enel Smart Grid Lab (created by E-Distribuzione in Milan) that were conducted to verify the performance of existing Ethernet network technology when exchanging mission-critical information. Due to similar terminology and comparably appearing networks, many end users use software-based information technology (IT) tools to baseline the performance of OT networks. However, OT networks have different design and performance requirements and require specific, real-time OT tools to verify design implementation and performance. Moreover, an important aspect of testing OT networks is verifying cybersecurity, because the security of the network is directly related to its availability and reliability. A nonsecure network cannot be considered for mission-critical applications, as seen by the repercussions of recent cyberattacks on power systems.